
 

 
ANNEX III: Points table for the areas of Health/Life Sciences and Formal Sciences/Physical 

Sciences/Engineering 
 

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION 

Article published in journal with impact factor (IF) (IF 
4,0) 40 pts/article  

Article published in journal with IF 2,0  3,99 30 pts/article  

Article published in journal with IF 1,0  1,99 20 pts/article  

Article published in journal with IF 0,99 10 pts/article  

Book published by university press with editorial board 
or academic-scientific publisher of recognized 

competence in the area of the call =author/co-author 
40 pts/book * multiply by 1.5 if international 

Book edited or organized, published by university 
press with editorial board or academic-scientific 

publisher of recognized competence in the area of the 
call =author/co-author 25 pts/book * multiply by 1.5 if international 

Book chapter published by university press with 
editorial board or academic-scientific publisher of 

recognized competence in the area of the call 
=author/co-author 10 pts/chapter * multiply by 1.5 if international 

SCIENTIFIC / TECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS  

Coordination of scientific / technological project with 
financial support 20 pts/sem/project * multiply by 1.5 if international 

Participation in scientific / technological project with 
financial support 10 pts/sem/project * multiply by 1.5 if international 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Post-Graduate Professor 5 pts/semester * multiply by 1.5 if international 

Postdoctoral internship 10 pts/semester * multiply by 1.5 if international 

Researcher with institutional link 25 pts/semester * multiply by 1.5 if international 

TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION 

Patent deposited 20 pts/item  

Patent granted 40 pts/item  

Patent licenced and under production 200 pts/item  

Software registered 20 pts/item  

Cultivar registered 200 pts/item  

LETTER OF INTENT (maximum of 4000 characters) 

Please provide a brief description of your academic / research career experience, research interests and 
other qualities that make you a suitable candidate for the position (Maximum of 200 pts). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

ANNEX IV: Points table for the areas of Humanities/Arts 
 

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION 

Article published in international journal in the area of 
the call  40 pts/article  

Article published in national journal in the area of the 
call  30 pts/article  

Article published in regional journal in the area of the 
call  20 pts/article  

Book published by university press with editorial board 
or academic-scientific publisher of recognized 

competence in the area of the call =author/co-author 
60 pts/book * multiply by 2.0 if international 

Book edited or organized, published by university 
press with editorial board or academic-scientific 

publisher of recognized competence in the area of the 
call =author/co-author 20 pts/book * multiply by 2.0 if international 

Book chapter published by university press with 
editorial board or academic-scientific publisher of 

recognized competence in the area of the call 
=author/co-author 20 pts/chapter * multiply by 2.0 if international 

SCIENTIFIC TECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS  

Coordination of scientific / technological project with 
financial support 20 pts/sem/project * multiply by 2.0 if international 

Participation in scientific / technological project with 
financial support 10 pts/sem/project * multiply by 2.0 if international 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Post-Graduate Professor 5 pts/semester * multiply by 2.0 if international 

Postdoctoral internship 10 pts/semester * multiply by 2.0 if international 

Researcher with institutional link 25 pts/semester * multiply by 2.0 if international 

LETTER OF INTENT (maximum of 4000 characters) 

Please provide a brief description of your academic / research career experience, research interests and 
other qualities that make you a suitable candidate for the position (Maximum of 200 pts). 

 
 


